AMPLIFY YOUR
EXPERTISE
THROUGH
NETWORKING

ARE YOU AN ARCHIVIST OR SCHOLAR OFTEN
WORKING WITH HOLOCAUST PHOTOGRAPHS? |
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH
YOUR INTERNATIOAL PEERS IN THIS IMPORTANT
SPECIALISATION?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU!

We would like to invite archivists and scholars with recognized experience in working with
photographs depicting aspects of the Holocaust (including its prelude, and clearly related
aftermath) to join the Holocaust Photographs Expert Group, an international community
organized by EHRI. Members of this group will benefit from joint learning sessions, networking
with peers, and opportunities for cooperation with the EHRI network.
This new Holocaust Photographs Expert Group will be one of EHRI’s new groups of experts
in subspecializations of Holocaust documentation, which are specifically for creating and
sustaining networks and platforms where such experts can meet, exchange information,
and consult. Topics for discussion in this group can be (but are not necessarily limited to):
acquisition; cataloguing (collections, individual photos); (training for) preservation; scanning
(resolution, reverse sides); geolocation; privacy (names, faces), and copyright.
With funding from the European Commission, the expert group will participate in a series of
activities, such as discussions, lectures, and practical workshops over the course of at least
two years. These activities will initially take place virtually, with the hope that soon we will be
able to also conduct in-person meetings at various locations. A tentative schedule of events
will be distributed in the near future.
Formation of this expert group is contingent on the number of registrants and their willingness
to take an active part. We encourage you to register early, as the size of the group (with at
most one person per institution) will be limited. We are looking forward to hearing from you!

For registration please fill out the form at >> this link
The deadline to submit the registration form is >> 31 December, 2021
Notification will be sent via email by >> February 1, 2022
Should you require any additional information, please do not hesitate
to contact us at >> expert-group-photographs@ehri-project.edu

The European Holocaust Research Infrastructure (EHRI), is
an international infrastructure securing Holocaust research,
commemoration and education on a transnational level. EHRI's
main challenge is the wide dispersal of sources and expertise
across many institutions and countries. EHRI overcomes such
fragmentation by connecting sources, institutions and people, and
promotes innovative tools that advance the digital transformation
of Holocaust research. https://www.ehri-project.eu/

